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Abstract: This paper is a case study in the social construction of race. It focuses in
particular on the development in the Renaissance and early modern era of the new images of
“the savage” as they appeared during the first forty or fifty years of the European conquest and
colonization of the Americas, and their racialization during this same period. I propose a
genealogy of these racialized images that traces them to transformations in traditional medieval
and Renaissance images of the Wild Man and the Monstrous Races that occur both before and
during the early period of conquest and colonization, in response to very specific cultural, social
and political pressures, including in particular changing conceptions of space that are created
before and during the colonial enterprise.

The modern conception of race is often thought by philosophers to have developed during
the 18th and 19th centuries in response to a unique confluence of scientific, philosophical, and
imperial forces; and in recent decades some impressive work has been done to excavate the
details of its construction during this period.1 Of course philosophers generally acknowledge, if
only in passing, that this late modern construction has its roots in various medieval traditions,
among which are typically mentioned the medieval versions of the Noachic legend, according to
which the peoples of the earth can be divided into three broad groups (African, Asian, and
European), each descended from one of the sons of Noah.2

I will argue, however, that an analysis of the visual images created by Europeans during the
first half-century after 1492 reveals that the essential elements of the late modern conception of
race are put into place during that period. In brief, the tremendous social, economic and political
pressures that culminate in this comparatively brief moment yield the modern notion of the
savage. I will suggest that from its inception this notion is an inherently racialized one; and that
it is the nodal point from which, in broad outline and in much of its detail, the template is drawn
for the more familiar 18th and 19th century understandings of non-European races.
Moreover, I will show that the modern notion of the savage is synthesized, not directly from
the Noachic legends, but from images drawn, sometimes literally, on the margins of medieval
understandings of humanity: powerful and deeply-entrenched images of the wild man and the
monstrous races. This synthesis is made possible by the ways in which the discovery and
colonization of the New World simultaneously expand the boundaries of the world defined as
European to include far-way places known previously only through rumors, legends, and the
testimonies of medieval authorities; and at the same time realign these newly-familiar and
redefined boundaries with the old margins of medieval mythology. It is this transfer of old,
mythologized concepts to newly-discovered, living peoples, virtually completed in the very
moment of discovery, that is the fountainhead of late modern conceptions of race. My
investigation is preliminary, and much work remains to be done; but I hope it will be enough to
convince aestheticians and historians of philosophy to venture beyond the well-worn paths of the
late modern era to uncover the origins of modern ideas and images of race.
It is important to place the artwork discussed here in its art-historical context. The high art of
the sixteenth century, often referred to as “mannerism,” has been characterized by one art
historian as showing “an insistently cultured grace and accomplishment..accompanied by the
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kindred qualities of abstraction from natural behavior and appearances, bizarre fantasy,
complexity and invention.”3 The most well-known images of the early colonization and conquest
of the Americas, produced by the De Bry family at the end of the 16th century, fit this
characterization well. Even a cursory review of a representative selection of de Bry’s
engravings, as they are published in Michael Alexander’s Discovering The New World: Based
on The Works of Theodor de Bry, for example, will confirm that author’s claim that de Bry is “a
mannerist in the heyday of mannerism.”4 Our attention here, however, will be on the earlier
images of America, produced under rather different circumstances. The history of the production
of these earlier, pre-De Bry images points to artists and artisans whose work is, if not necessarily
more immediate, then at least more free of the dominant mannerist conventions. Most of the
images of America and American Indians discussed here are woodcuts, produced by artisans
trained as cabinet-makers, rather than engravings, produced by artists or goldsmiths trained or
supervised by artists.5 With some notable exceptions, the work of these artisans was not regarded
as highly among patrons of the arts, nor expected to conform closely to the high-art standards of
the day. In many early cases it was intended only to increase the attractiveness of a book or
pamphlet to a mass audience. These early pictures are often drawn hastily, in many cases by
artisans whose only guide was the text, working under the commercial pressures of producing
mass-market publications like the various editions of Columbus’s 1493 letter. One need not
embrace a naïve realism to point out that it is characteristic of these works that they pay much
less attention to fidelity to the text being illustrated (whatever one makes of the issue of its
factual legitimacy), than they do to the exigencies of the printing process and, perhaps above all,
to the marketability of what is produced.
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The point of focusing on this earlier, artisanal work is not that, in so doing, we can catch a
glimpse of what American Indian people were “really like;” but rather, one might say, that in so
doing, we can catch a glimpse of what European people were “really like.” We glimpse, that is,
famliar and less polished, workaday European preconceptions about strange peoples, not so
heavily influenced, perhaps, by the dominant high-art conventions of the time.
To be sure, many of the earliest drawings already display the same political and economic
motivations that are often drawn to our attention in commentaries on the later, more polished
work of de Bry and others.6 In particular, the explicit interest in colonization and subjugation is
already present from the very beginning. This is clear, for example, in an image representing the
reactions of American Indians upon first encountering Columbus and his ships that was repeated
frequently with some variation or other in various editions of Columbus’s letter, which letter was
itself widely and quickly reprinted in a number of European languages:
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Here we see the islands described in the letter presented literally from the point of view of
Europe, with Ferdinand himself in the foreground, seated upon his throne, holding his badge of
authority and reaching out in an imperial gesture directly aligned with the gaze and movement of
Columbus, who can be seen almost in the center of the frame disembarking from the largest of
his three ships. The accompanying text remarks upon the richness of the land, the fearfulness of
the natives, their rustic simplicity and childlike credulity, their willingness to give away gold,
silver, and items that the Spaniards regard as valuable or have need of in return for trifles, and
their potential as loyal subjects of the Spanish monarch and converts to Catholicism. The
contrast between clothed Europeans and unclothed, long-haired and bearded natives, together
with the related contrast between their naturally timid response and the authoritative and
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unhesitating stance of Ferdinand and his representative, Columbus, coalesce in the his repeated
comments in the letter and in his log about the Indian belief that the Spaniards had descended
from heaven, underlining the Spanish commercial and political interests in a fantasy of blatantly
self-serving religious terms.7
Thus it would not be accurate to describe these early drawings as more “innocent”, or less
interested. What is true, however, is that, in addition to these sorts of often crudely explicit
interests that echo the accompanying texts, many of the early drawings also reveal European
attempts to assimilate the new and unfamiliar to old and familiar European ideas, expressed in
tropes, symbols and metaphors that were pervasive throughout the Middle Ages and early
Renaissance. This attempt, understood as itself an interested one, is all the more powerful
because the viewer, as a member of a broadly-shared European culture, is encouraged to respond
to what is represented as though it were just an instance of the old myths, familiar but now
rendered incarnate.
Consider for example, the long, unkempt hair of the Indians in the 1493 woodcut just
presented—a feature that reappears in several of the variant woodcuts representing this same
scene. Olive Dickason remarks on the persistent European tendency to describe, and to portray,
American Indians as hairy despite the near-unanimity of eyewitness reports to the contrary.8
While some have claimed, I think rightly, to find more subtle and attenuated references to
hairiness in many of the later engravings (in de Bry, for example), in the earlier representations
that concern us here the hairiness of the Indians is a commonplace.9
It is perhaps as a result of the circumstances of production that these early woodcuts present
American Indian figures explicitly as elaborations on familiar and easily-recreated icons such as
the Wild Man. In the current case, as many authors have pointed out, depicting American Indians
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as hairy and unkempt is a way of representing wildness that draws upon a centuries-old
convention about those Others who live in the woods and mountains of Europe, where civilized
people venture only when they have lost, or are in danger of losing, what makes them civilized.
The same is often done by calling on the tradition of the monstrous races. For example, the
use of the cynocephali, the monstrous race of dog-headed people (described by Pliny and dozens
of medieval texts that follow him) to depict the alleged cannibalism of American Indians in this
illustration from a 1530 edition of Vespucci’s Carta Marítima, published in Strasbourg, instantly
made it a familiar instance of the medieval trope of the horrific practices of far-away and alien
peoples.10

A great deal is communicated in these two pictures by a few simple strokes of the artisan’s
pencil, with no annotation or explication required, and no artistic sophistication or classical
knowledge on the part of the observer presupposed. The stage is thus quickly set for the ordinary
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Europeans (working-class and small-business owners) who make up many of the early colonizers
to see American Indians as characteristically lacking in one or more of the qualities necessary for
interactions governed by the jus gentium, or perhaps even the lex naturalis itself—in short, as
“savages”, as they quickly came to be called in a variety of European languages. These two
pictures thus serve as an introduction en breve to the transfer of mythic concepts to living
peoples that is encapsulated in the idea of the savage, and that lays the groundwork for the
racialized treatment of American Indians as essentially and irredeemably Other. It is a more
detailed examination of this transfer that will occupy us here.
1. Old images
We may begin to understand these details by examining briefly two strands deeply woven
into the European mythology of the Middle Ages: the stories of the monstrous races and the
images of the wild man.
1. a. The monstrous races
1.a.i Character of the monstrous races
The monstrous races first make their appearance in ancient Greek writings; but the most
influential source of information about them during the Middle Ages is unquestionably the
Historia Naturalis of Pliny the Elder (23-79 C.E.)11 Identical descriptions or obvious variations
on Pliny’s appear repeatedly and with nearly-identical illustrations, from the important and
widely-read work of Isidorus of Seville (560-636 C.E.) to the margins of the Hereford Mappa
mundi (1290), to the Travels of Sir John Mandeville (circa 1357) , which is sometimes claimed
to have been an important reference work for Columbus.12 They continue to appear with
frequency in translations of Pliny and other works contemporary with Columbus’ voyages, as for
example in this frontispiece from the German work, Das Buch Der Croniken Und Geschichten,
published in 1500:
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There are many monstrous races; but even a modest effort at cataloguing the variations show
the consistency of their descriptions across a great range of medieval sources.13 To understand
how the tradition of the monstrous races provided material for the emergent notion of the savage,
I propose that we divide the monstrous races into two groups: those whose phenotype is identical
to that of known humans, but whose behavior or culture is represented as strange and alien to
European audiences; and those whose phenotype itself is so strange and bizarre as to be beyond
the range of what is regarded as familiarly human, typically signaling bizarre or outré behavior
as well. In the former category one group is of particular interest for the European response to
the New World, namely, the anthropophagi. The anthropophagi are cannibals who are variously
described as eating their enemies, their friends, their family members, and certainly any available
strangers, as in this image of a phenotypically-ordinary anthropophagus from the Sion College
Bestiary of 1277, produced in France:
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Depictions of cannibalism are of course standard fare in representations of New World
peoples; but the earliest pictures published after 1492 are quite striking in their fairly direct
reliance on the earlier traditions. The earliest extended account of cannibalism in the New World,
and the earliest of the captivity narratives that later formed a staple of Puritan literature, is the
story offered by Hans von Staden, who claimed to have been kidnapped by the Tupinambá of
Brazil, and held captive by them for six months. A series of woodcuts depicting his experiences
were executed in 1557, apparently under his direct supervision.14 The following is representative:
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Though published a little later than the period under consideration here, this woodcut and its
companions repeatedly re-enact the familiar device found in Mandeville’s 14th-century narrative
(widely reprinted and available during the period under discussion), though not in its
accompanying illustrations, of the single, shocked European observer who encounters customs
and cultures far removed from his own. In the von Staden illustrations, as often in Mandeville’s
tales, this device is used to frame the depiction of cannibalism. In many early depictions New
World cannibals are represented as a group, to convey that their behavior is characteristic of a
certain culture; and their behavior is interwoven with scenes of family and friendship,
emphasizing the “normality” of these horrific activities for this monstrous race, as is suggested
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by the presence of the child carrying a severed head in the lower right-hand corner of the Von
Staden engraving, and also in this 1505 German woodcut by Johann Froschauer, accompanying a
German edition of Vespucci’s Carta:

Note that even when the Indians are portrayed as doing horrific things they are nonetheless
represented at the same time as “normal” or even beautiful in appearance, as one would expect
from a monstrous race whose distinguishing feature is behavior and culture, not phenotype.15
Thus Columbus says, referring to information he claims to have garnered from his Taino
informants:
In these islands I have found no human monstrosities, as many
expected, but on the contrary the whole population is very well
formed….Thus I have found no monsters, nor had any report of
any, except in an island [called] ‘Carib’…which is inhabited by
people who are regarded in all the islands as very fierce and who
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eat flesh….They are no more malformed than are the others,
except that they have the custom of wearing their hair long like
women…16
This dissonance between phenotype and behavior may appear startling at first, until one
realizes that it invokes the frequently-depicted contrast between two types of monstrous races
adumbrated here. A Dutch woodcut accompanying the 1520 English version of Jan van
Doesborch’s Of The Newe Landes (originally published 1508-1510), reputed to be the first
English book about the Americas, is typical:17

In the latter category of monstrous races—those who are phenotypically dissimilar as well as
culturally or behaviorally alien—may be found the donestre, lion-headed people who pretend to
understand the foreign languages of travelers, and then kill them, devour their bodies, and mourn
over their heads, as in this 11th-century version of The Marvels Of The East:18
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The particular traits and behaviors represented do not always remain firmly on one side or
the other of the distinction I have drawn. The pretense of linguistic familiarity, and the
friendliness it is used to express, reappear in one of the most familiar and horrific vignettes
described by early European explorers of the New World, namely Vespucci’s 1501 report on the
seductive American Indian women, hardly monstrous in appearance, who lured one of his sailors
into conversation, killed him, and ate him. Here is a representation of the scene from a 1509
German translation of Vespucci’s letter:
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Of even greater interest among the phenotypically-alien monstrous races, because of their
more frequent appearance in New World settings, are the cynocephali, the dog-headed people,
illustrated above in the frontispiece to the 1500 Das Buch Der Croniken Unnd Geschichten, and
pictured in their New World habitat in the earlier illustration from the 1530 edition of Vespucci’s
Carta Marítima. Traditionally the cynocephali displayed two contradictory features. On the one
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hand they were often described as cannibals, as they are here represented in the Siena College
Bestiary of 1277:

On the other hand they were also often described either as Christians or as a people capable
of being converted to Christianity.19 One or the other or both of these features are, of course,
often taken over in depictions and descriptions of American Indians, both earlier and later, a
point to which I will return in section iii.c. below.
Geography of the monstrous races
Together with the distinction just discussed between two types of monstrous races, the
geography of the monstrous races is key to understanding the transformation involved in the
modern deployment of these stock figures of the European imaginary for the understanding of
the living peoples of the Encounter itself. Even as late as the 15th century, the monstrous races
were typically located in “the East”, a region that seems to have included Central, Southern, and
Eastern Asia.20 This location is reinforced by medieval readings of the extremely popular fourth-
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century Alexander Romance, which was interpreted as describing a wall built by Alexander the
Great, or sometimes a chain of mountains, that blocked off the known world from the monstrous
races to the east and north of Europe, the Middle East, and Asia Minor.21
The location of the monstrous races in the East places them on the margins, far from the
center of the world as Europeans lived it, in places with which Europe has no large-scale human
interaction. More precisely, they are located in places regarding which Europeans have no
imperial interests. That is to say, whatever Europeans want from the East during this period, they
do not desire to occupy it; and whatever resources Europeans draw from it are drawn by trade or
by travel, and not by conquest.22
Moreover, this lack of imperial interests is reciprocated. From the 5th-century invasions of
the Huns until the 13th-century invasions by the Tatars and Mongols, the residents of central,
southern, and eastern Asia generally have no substantial imperial interests of their own in
Europe. It is because of this reciprocal imperial disinterest that these places can easily be
imagined by most Europeans as utterly alien and distant. And, in turn, it is because these
locations are so alien that locating the monstrous races there allows them to function as a locus
for imaginative European exploration and definition of the boundaries of being human. This
placement allows the monstrous races to be imagined, not just as moderately different with
respect to custom and phenotype, as, say, the Germans might differ from the French, but as
radically different kinds of beings, who live in ways that are shockingly different and
horrendous, and whose phenotype is often shaped in equally alien or monstrous ways.
1.b. The wild man
The second inhabitant of the medieval European imaginary who comes somehow to life in
the Encounter with the New World is the Wild Man. The Wild Man is described in some
medieval sources as one of the monstrous races; but there are crucial differences. Setting aside
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the special case of the ordinary person who becomes wild for some period of time,23 it is clear
that there is a long tradition of seeing the Wild Man as a naturally solitary figure who is violent
and lascivious, often preying upon travelers or innocent women.24 Moreover, his geography is
unlike that of the monstrous races, for he inhabits the woods or the mountains comparatively
close to European towns and villages.25 Indeed, it is this bestial solitude in proximity to
European culture and society that is the defining feature of the Wild Man, as Mary Shelley’s use
of the trope in Frankenstein reminds us. 26 A heraldic image from the 1480s shows a typical
member of the genre:

These images of the wild man are very frequently taken over without significant
modifications into early depictions of American Indians, where the standard medieval weapon of
the Wild Man, namely, a club or tree limb, becomes the club or spear, or sometimes a bow and
arrow, as in this 1505 Florentine edition of Vespucci’s letter, De Novo Mundo:
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In the 15th and 16th centuries, pictures of Wild Families become more common; and the
figure of the Wild Woman, which had always had a separate trajectory with a rather different
significance, now becomes part of the family ensemble, as in this 1500 edition of the French The
Four Conditions of Society, “Ballade of a Wild Man”:27
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Unlike the monstrous races, therefore, the Wild Man, whether accompanied or not, lives in
relatively close proximity to Europeans. Like the monstrous races, however, the places he
occupies are not the objects of imperial European interests. He lives in the mountains, or in the
old growth forests that still covered much of Europe at least until 1250 C.E. or so. These are
from the point of view of most Europeans terra incognita, vast and largely unknown islands,
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right in the midst of Europe. They are therefore, like “the East”, suitable sites for the imaginative
explorations of human nature.
2. The transformation of europe
Even a modest survey of the history of the three hundred years preceding the New World
encounter will show that Europe underwent several radical changes during this period that
directly impacted European thinking about the Other, as embodied in the mythologies of the
monstrous races and the Wild Man. Taken together, these changes pave the way for an extension
of the lives of the monstrous races and of the Wild Man from the realm of fantasy onto the
realities of New World peoples.
2.a. Invasions from “the east”
First, during the 13th-15th centuries Europe is repeatedly under attack by waves of invaders
from the east and the southeast. In the years 1220-1225 the Mongols encircled the Caspian,
sacking the Genoese outpost in Crimea. They invaded Armenia and Azerbaijan, and they
completed the conquest of Bulgaria and Ukraine by 1240. No sooner were the Mongol invasions
over than the Ottoman Turks begin their rise to military and political prominence, circa 1299. In
1389 the Ottomans defeated the Serbs at the Battle of Kosovo, thus opening routes of military
expansion from the East into Europe. In 1453 Constantinople fell to the Ottomans; and by 1529
they were at the gates of Vienna. From 1423 to 1571 (the Battle of Lepanto) they were a
constant threat to the merchant states of Italy, particularly to Venice.
I have suggested that, prior to the 13th century, at least, the Eastern location of the monstrous
races ensured that encounters with them were largely imaginary rather than Encounters with
living beings. As a result of the Tatar, Mongol, and Turkish incursions, however, the Eastern
lands come alive for Europeans. This is certainly not to say that Europeans suddenly began to
believe that these lands were really there and really inhabited. Because of the trade in silk and
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spices, as well as the much older westward movement of religious ideas from India, Europeans
were long aware of the reality of China, India, and the lands between there and Europe. But for a
thousand years and more most of the peoples of what we now think of as Europe were familiar
with peoples east of Asia Minor primarily through traveler’s tales, or perhaps through the signs
and symbols of the goods and ideas that came with those tales.28 It is this dependence on travel
reports, real and fictional, together with deeply-entrenched assumptions about how distance and
travel unmoor the familiar, that make the location of the monstrous races in “the East” feasible.29
What is new in the 13th through 15th centuries, as I have already hinted, is that peoples from
these places now make an undeniable and widespread appearance in Europe itself. In general it is
difficult to overstate the importance of the centuries-long experience of the Ottoman presence in
redefining European images and European geography of “the Orient;” but the present point is
that, from the perspective of the three hundred years immediately preceding the New World
encounter, the Ottomans constitute simply one more great wave of peoples from the East forcibly
presenting themselves in Europe.30 Together the Mongols, the Tatars, and the Ottomans
irrevocably alter European understandings of the character of those regions.
At first European observers try to place the invaders into the familiar categories. Consider
for example this depiction of the Tatars from Matthew of Paris’ Chronica Majora for the year
1240 C.E., which reflects common belief in much of the Europe of his time, and which appears
in a section significantly entitled, “An Irruption of the Tatars”:
In this year, that human joys might not long continue, and that the
delights of this world might not last long unmixed with
lamentation, an immense horde of that detestable race of Satan, the
Tatars, burst forth from their mountain-bound regions, and making
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their way through rocks apparently impenetrable, rushed forth, like
demons loosed from Tatarus (so that they are well called Tatars, as
it were inhabitants of Tatarus); and overrunning the country,
covering the face of the earth like locusts, they ravaged the eastern
countries with lamentable destruction, spreading fire and slaughter
wherever they went. Roving through the Saracen territories, they
razed cities to the ground, burnt woods, pulled down castles, tore
up the vine-trees, destroyed gardens, and massacred the citizens
and husbandmen….The men are inhuman and of the nature of
beasts, rather to be called monsters than men, thirsting after and
drinking blood, tearing and devouring the flesh of dogs and human
beings….they drink the blood which flows from their flocks, and
consider it a delicacy….They have no human laws, know no
mercy, and are more cruel than lions or bears….and when they
have no blood, they greedily drink disturbed and even muddy
water….[T]hey know no other country's language except that of
their own, and of this all other nations are ignorant. For never till
this time has there been any mode of access to them, nor have they
themselves come forth, so as to allow any knowledge of their
customs or persons to be gained through common intercourse with
other men….The Saracens, therefore, desired and begged to be
allowed to enter into alliance with the Christians, in order that they
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might, by multiplying their forces, be enabled to resist these human
monsters.31
Similar descriptions and depictions of the Turks as a monstrous race may be found in
Montaigne and Rabelais several centuries later.32 Moreover, despite early attempts to demonize
their outward appearance, the Tatars, the Mongols, and the Turks were initially understood as
monstrous races of our first type, whose distinguishing characteristics are extremes of
behavior—cannibalism and extreme cruelty, for example—rather than bizarre or alien
phenotype.33
For these very reasons, after the invasions of the Tatars, Mongols, and Turks the peoples of
Asia can no longer be seen as mythological, but must be regarded instead as some type of really
existent beings. When the monstrous races from the east are incarnated in phenotypicallyfamiliar forms, and relocated from Asia to Europe itself, they are after the first shock no longer
monstrous races but real and horrible enemies. These invasions from the East thus force a new
place in the European imaginary: a place for living beings from the East who leave their distant
abodes and intrude into Europe itself. The humanity of these invaders may or may not continue
to be in question as they are re-constructed as hordes, heathens, idolaters, barbarians. That is a
question for another occasion; but they clearly are monstrous races no longer.
It is precisely the distance from direct observation and constant contact which permits
imagination to be the definer of the monstrous races. The monstrous races, whether through
behavior or through phenotype or through their juxtapositions, serve as vehicles for imaginative
probings of the limits of humanity. This is what Matthew of Paris’ first-generation description of
the Mongols does. But over time, those who are phenotypically familiar and who irrupt into the
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central places of Europe, can no longer be constituted entirely by the imagination. The places
they come from therefore can no longer be properly regarded as the source of monstrousness.
In short, the comparatively familiar phenotypes of the invaders from the East, together with
their presence in Europe itself, disrupt their identity as monstrous; and so, after the 13th century,
it becomes more and more difficult to define the East as the home of monstrous races. If the
function of the monstrous races as a locus for the European imagination’s meditation on the
limits of being human is to be maintained, therefore, the monstrous races have to be relocated
away from the center of European experience to some new and distantly-imagined periphery
from which, as before the invasions of the 13th and 14th centuries, they do not threaten the
European center. The monstrous races from the East thus gradually become mythologies in need
of a new location—a location which the Americas must have seemed, at least at first blush, to
offer.
2.b. Deforestation of europe
With respect to medieval ideas of the Wild Man, there is another significant set of pressures
at work. Beginning in the 11th century, but peaking in the period 1250-1500 C.E. , much of
Europe experiences deforestation on a massive scale as a result of population growth and the
widespread use of wood as fuel. Deforestation involves the destruction of many of the places in
which the wild man abides.34 At the same time, the urbanization of Europe is underway by 1300.
Indeed, “the 12th and 13th centuries …saw the founding of more new towns than any time
between the fall of Rome and the Industrial Revolution.”35 Deforestation and urbanization, taken
together, remove the experience of living near and around wild places from the quotidian lives of
more and more Europeans.
In sum, during the 13th-15th centuries the old imagined places become more and more
populated. In the case of the local forests they are now populated with familiar peoples and ways
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of life, as the forests shrink and the cities expand; and in the case of the lands to the East, they
are populated with strange peoples who are actively and aggressively involved (as opposed
merely to being imaginatively represented) in the lives of Europeans. The result is that both the
wild men and the monstrous races are in different ways displaced. They began the 13th century as
mythologies that were each in their own way essentially tied to certain kinds of locations; but
during the period in question they become dislocated mythologies. The wild man’s “habitat”
vanishes as the nearby forest shrinks, and the monstrous races ride the roads of Europe instead of
remaining far away, where they belong. Both have become mythologies in need of relocation.
3. The construction of “the savage”
3.a. The relocation of the monstrous races
We are now in a position to appreciate how it is precisely such a relocation that is provided
by the New World Encounter. Consider first the monstrous races. If they are relocated to the
New World, they revert at first glance, at least, to the status of strange, far-away beings who
have no imperial interests in Europe. Perhaps this is why it is so natural for Columbus and other
early explorers to speculate, as they do constantly, about which of the monstrous races they will
find in various parts of the Americas.36 In the New World the monstrous races are properly
restored to their natural place, so to speak: far away, setting boundaries to the human world, its
geography, and the diversity of its inhabitants—boundaries that are, at least in the first decades
after 1492, explored largely through the work of the European imagination.
The newly-emerging logic of colonization quickly complicates this relocation, however. For
the Americas are not simply a substitute for the central Asian steppes, or the river valleys of
India. Instead Europeans come to see various parts of the New World as objects of imperial
interest. The “newe landes” become, not simply places to be visited, travelled through, or traded
with, but instead colonies, places to be acquired. The relevant use of the term “colony” in
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English begins in the mid-16th century. In this usage, the Oxford English Dictionary says, a
colony is “a settlement in a new country; a body of people who settle in a new locality, forming a
community subject to or connected with their parent state; the community so formed, consisting
of the original settlers and their descendants and successors, as long as the connexion with the
parent state is kept up.” 37 In the 16th century, then, at least in English, a colony becomes literally
a place that is now claimed and settled by Europeans. Moreover, the “connexion” with the parent
state is not a merely formal one. One recalls that the irresolvable conflict generated by the pied
noir’s dual loyalties to France and to Algeria were grounded in one fundamental fact, namely,
that Algeria was a department of France, and so, literally, French soil, a part of France. There is
a way in which all colonies are like this, however; whether they are formally named as lands
“subject to or connected with” the “parent state”, or whether they are formally understood to be
part of it, like unfortunate Algeria. This is the social and cultural significance of the elaborate
disembarkation ceremonies, in which land is claimed “in the name of the King and Queen.”38 It
comes out with particular clarity in that strange and ephemeral Spanish institution, the
requerimiento, by which Indians were informed (in Spanish or Latin) that they were subjects and
their lands were possessions of the Spanish crown, and that violent resistance would result in
destruction and enslavement, as constituting rebellion upon the part of “vassals” from whom
loyalty was to be expected.39 The logic was the same as the logic the Castilian monarchs might
have imposed on a rebellious town in Extremadura or León.
A colony is in this way a reflection of the metropolis (literally, the “mother country”) itself.
The imperial interests that create the colony draw the metropolis out of its original location; and
its peoples, its revenues, and its culture are adapted, if not replicated, in a new place. The new
place, distant though it may be, is therefore no longer the proper possession of the Other. It is no
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longer “theirs”, but, in the eyes of the colonizers, “ours.” Seen in this way, the logic expressed in
the requerimiento is much easier to understand.
It is therefore all but inevitable that, in the first New World Encounters, American Indians
are frequently portrayed as “human monsters”, to use Matthew of Paris’ vivid phrase quoted
above, who invade the newly-established European spaces.40 Like the Tatars and the Turks they
are cannibals, they easily become violent, and they lack an understanding of the morés of
“civilized” peoples.41 The paradox of seeing the original inhabitants of “the newe lands” as
intruders or invaders of European space is no doubt striking to us; but the logic of colonial
discourse makes it self-evident to the European writers and illustrators of the period.42 Indeed, it
is precisely this idea for which a familiar European argument of the sixteenth and seventeenth
century serves as propaedeutic, namely, the argument that, as Robert Gray put it in 1609,
prefiguring Locke’s notorious arguments in the Second Treatise of Government, “these Sauages
have no particular proprietie in any part of parcel of that Countrey, but only a generall residencie
there, as wild beasts haue in the forrest, for they range and wander up and downe the
Countrey…”43
3.b. The relocation of the wild man
The identification of the Indians as monstrous races is very quickly placed in tension with
their very proximity to newly-Europeanized space, however. Because of the logic of “the
colony”, they are now located in spaces that have been redefined as immediately adjacent to, if
not overlapping with, “our” places. They are now as close to “our” spaces as the forest at the
edge of the settlement. In this respect they are better understood as Wild Men; but only because
“our” places have been extended to include the colony.
On the other hand, unlike the Wild Man himself, the Indians are social beings. They do not
live as solitary creatures of the woods, but have their own communities, traditions and values, as
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the Europeans understood from the very beginning. Nor are the Indians a fantasy like the Wild
Man. They do not magically retreat as the land is deforested, or as it comes under “civilized”
European control, leaving behind nothing but legends. Instead, they increasingly come out of the
forest, into the settlement itself, bringing their raw and wild habits with them, just as Europeans
always feared that the Wild Man might. In the European imaginary, the fantasy in Lucas
Cranach’s horrific depiction of the “cannibal or werewolf”, published in 1510, has become real.44
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At the same time, because it is the Europeans who have the imperial interests this time, the
colonizers must see the Indians in a different light, namely, in relation to the imperial resources
they are seeking. At first the Indians are seen as the key to the exploitation of resources, as the
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early entries of Columbus’s log illustrate so powerfully. Then, over time, they come to be seen
themselves as a natural resource that must be tamed to be utilized. In either case their wild
behavior is a real threat to imperial interests; and they must be either Christianized and civilized,
or, ultimately, exterminated.45
In short, the identity of the Indians cannot easily be fitted into the traditional categories of
the European imaginary that we have discussed. They are too close-by to be constituted as the
far-away monstrous races, and at the same time too highly-social, and too active in the lives of
European colonies, to be classified simply as the Wild Men of old. The circumstances and the
logic of colonization create a tension in the application of the old categories that is resolved by
the invention of new ones.
3.c. Race and the concept of the savage
It is during this time that the concept of the savage emerges as a new idea, a resolution of
these tensions, built out of old materials, recent pressures, and new experiences. It should come
as no surprise that the term “savage”, in its uses as a label for a kind of person or group of
people, emerges for the first time during the 16th century, in English, Spanish, and probably other
Romance languages as well.46 The “savage” is constituted not as a solitary individual, but as a
member of a culture or “race” who is set apart from Europeans, typically by extremes of
behavior and character, including cannibalism, sexual perversion, and the propensity to violence.
The savage naturally occupies lands far from the center of civilization, Europe itself; but
through the mystification of colonization, appears from the forests and the hills to directly
threaten European places, peoples, and interests.
The tem “race” (in the usages relevant to racial ideology) emerges for the first time during
the 17th century;47 but here the concept named, that of a group originating from a particular
geographical area, united by descent, and characteristically displaying certain phenotypic or
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characterological traits, is certainly far older.48 Nonetheless, the power of the concept, once
“named”, is greatly augmented. Beginning in the 17th century, the term “race” can be used to
draw attention to the cluster of features just mentioned to make them salient in explanation and
understanding, and to tie them to other explanatory concepts and hypotheses. The key
seventeenth-century transformation engendered by this early modern naming of old race
concepts is what I would call the interiorization of race, and the image of the savage plays a
crucial role in this transformation. It is to a brief discussion of this role that I now turn.
The imperial confrontation with the now-savage races of “the newe lands” raises a question
about their humanity that is much more immediate and pressing than questions about the
humanity of the monstrous races. It is almost unanimously agreed from the time of the very
earliest reports that American Indians are not significantly different from Europeans with respect
to phenotype.49 On the other hand, that there are vast differences in culture and behavior that
distinguish them from Europeans is generally taken to be indisputable. But are these behavioral
and cultural differences superficial, or do they indicate some deep essential contrast between
known peoples and the inhabitants of “the newe landes”?
The older version of this question is raised frequently during the Middle Ages in debates
over the human status of monstrous races. On the one hand, the behavior of monstrous races like
the cynocephali is marked by habitual, even uncontrolled, violence, cannibalism, and sexual
perversion. On the other hand, even the cynocephali can be converted to Christianity, and so
redeemed. Indeed, one medieval tradition has it that St. Christopher himself was a cynocephalus
prior to his conversion.50 Indeed, Augustine says, “whoever is anywhere born a man, that is, a
rational, mortal animal, no matter what unusual appearance he presents in color, movement,
sound, nor how peculiar he is in some power, part, or quality of his nature, no Christian can
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doubt that he springs from that one protoplast [Adam’s seed]. We can distinguish the common
human nature from that which is peculiar, and therefore wonderful.”51
Their status as imagined groups whose function it is to allow the free play of questions about
the nature of humanity ensures that in the case of the monstrous races this question remains
fundamentally contentious. In the case of the savage, however, the imperial pressures of dealing
with living beings who have ideas of their own about how the Encounter should proceed mean
that the question is quickly closed. The general supposition of the imperial enterprise is that
Augustine is mistaken, and American Indians are, though phenotypically within the range of the
familiar, radically different, and inferior, in their deeper nature. To be savage is to have a certain
essential nature, which defines American Indians as sub-human, or, at best, a lesser breed of
humans.
To be sure, commingled with imperial projects of enslavement, exploitation, and
extermination, is an imperial project of what we may call mass Europeanization that attempts
radical religious and cultural rehabilitation of savage life. Although it has its precedents (e.g. in
the Spanish colonization of the Canary Islands in the 15th century), the scale of this project is
probably unequaled in European history.52 But even supposing the rehabilitation of “savage”
behavior, language, and morés is successful,53 the question remains of how the relation between
this change in outward behavior and the inward nature of the savage thus rehabilitated is to be
understood.
The common view that generally grounds the imperial projects of this and indeed much of
the succeeding imperial and post-imperial periods is that it is impossible even by
Europeanization to transform (or to transform fully) savage nature.54 On this view, savage nature
is irredeemably savage; and even changes in language use and outward behavior should not be
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taken to indicate that what lies beneath the rehabilitated surface has truly changed at all.55 Here
another element has been added to the Frankensteinian creation that is the idea of the savage: the
medieval incarnation of the very old idea of an inherited curse that cannot be altered, perhaps not
even through the magical transformative power of conversion and baptism.56 Through the
mediation of this notion, the idea of the savage is completed. It is not merely that their
appearance belies their monstrous behavior, as in the case of monstrous races like the
anthropophagi. Instead their appearance, as well as their Europeanized behavior and morés all
give the lie to the monstrousness they carry within.57 The liminal status of the monstrous races,
underwritten by their wholly-imaginary existence, gives way to the notion, shaped by imperial
interests, of the fixed status of the savage. Their status as humans is no longer uncertain and
debatable, but fixed as inferior by something they carry within, something that cannot be
changed.

In short, the newly-minted idea of the savage, completed by the familiar idea of an
ineradicably depraved inward nature, enables Europeans to relocate or reconceive the traits that
mark the savage as inward when, thanks to the project of Europeanization, they are not
observable in outward comportment. This relocation is marked by the deployment of an old idea,
race, newly-articulated in the 17th century and reinscribed in succeeding eras as interiorized
savagery. “Race” draws attention precisely to this understanding of the people of the Americas:
it picks out a savage nature that is heritable and unalterable, no matter how outward behavior is
changed, that is revealed to the eye, at least, perhaps only by an unchanged and unchanging skin
color. The savage of the New World thus becomes a Caliban indeed, the doomed offspring of the
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wild man and the monstrous races, midwifed by imperial interest, cursed, marooned in isolation
from the metropolis and enslaved by his putative master through the magic invocation of “race.”
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utopian Indian communities in Hispaniola and Cuba. Lewis Hanke, First Social Experiments in
America: A Study in The Development of Spanish Indian Policy in The Sixteenth Century
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1935).
54
A parallel understanding obviously defines much of the trajectory of the Europeanization
project in Spain, as the contemporaneous development of the idea of limpieza de sangre
(literally, “purity of blood”) shows. The descendants of converted Jews are excluded from public
office and most universities in Spain at least through the 18th century, merely on the grounds that
they carry something “in the blood” that cannot be altered even by centuries of “civilized”
behavior.
55
Interestingly, in many parts of Latin America today someone who has lost their temper
will say, “Me salió el Indio”—“The Indian in me came out.”
56
On the medieval and modern history of the idea of the inherited curse, see Hannaford, op.
cit. n. 41, pp. 91f.
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In the case of the Indians at least, the trope of skin color is sometimes employed to mark
this inward continuity in monstrousness. Though Indians are almost universally not seen as black
by Europeans of the period under discussion, they are nonetheless almost always marked as
different in appearance from the Europeans themselves, who in this period are paradigmatically
seen as white, whether they be English, Spanish, or Portuguese. Notice that here I am speaking
of the deployment of this trope with respect to those non-European peoples who are not seen as
“black.” Columbus and other early European explorers often contrast the bronze or “red” color
of American Indians (and Canary Islanders) with the black color of Africans. During his first
encounter with the Taino in October of 1492, Columbus says, “…they are of the color of the
Canary Islanders, neither black nor white….None of them are black….” Regarding the Taino
women of Hispaniola, he remarks in a December, 1492 entry that, “As to beauty, [Columbus’]
men stated that they exceeded the [women of the other islands] beyond comparison, both men
and women being of a much lighter color, and that two young females were seen as white as
could be found in Spain.” Tyler, op. cit. n. 7, pp. 38-39, 73. In contrast, at least since the late
medieval era—and perhaps well before—those who are seen as having black skin are often
placed thereby beyond the pale of humanity. The significance of black skin in the history of race
is of course a complex matter, deserving of its own study. See my “Images of Africans and
Blackness in Renaissance and Early Modern Europe”, in Peggy Zeglin Brand, ed., Beauty
Revisited (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, forthcoming 2009).
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